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Microfabricated strontium atomic vapor cells
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We demonstrate strontium (Sr) atomic vapor cells having
a total external volume of 0.63 cm3 that can operate above
300 °C for times exceeding 380 h. The cells are fabricated
using micromachined silicon frames anodically bonded to
glass windows that have a 20-nm thick protective layer of
Al2O3 deposited on the interior surfaces. The presence of
Sr vapor in the cell is confirmed through laser absorption
spectroscopy for the 1S0 → 1P1 transition in Sr at 461 nm.
Measurements of sub-Doppler linewidths indicated negligi-
ble (<3 MHz) broadening of this transition from residual
background gas collisions. This compact and manufac-
turable, high-temperature atomic vapor cell can enable
narrow-line optical frequency references based on strontium
and other alkaline earth species. © 2023 Optica Publishing
Group

https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.476552

Warm atomic vapors enable a wide range of devices for sens-
ing and metrology by providing a robust, simple platform for
precision measurement of a quantum system. For example, Ryd-
berg states in alkali atoms can couple strongly to microwave
electric fields, and techniques for detecting microwave fields
in both magnitude and phase have been demonstrated [1–3].
Atomic magnetometers based on the interrogation of atomic
spin orientation have also been used in a wide range of appli-
cations, such as magnetoencephalographic measurements of the
human brain [4], gyroscopes for navigation [5,6], mapping sub-
terranean features [7,8], and identifying explosive devices [9].
Precision microwave spectroscopy of ground state alkali atomic
vapors provides the basis for compact atomic clocks [10], and
the development of compact optical frequency references using
warm atomic and molecular vapors shows a path toward the
next generation of compact, high-performance optical timing
[11,12]. Properties of alkaline earth atoms, such as the existence
of narrow linewidth intercombination transitions and bosonic
isotopes with zero nuclear spin [13], can offer advantages for
certain applications, such as optical frequency references [14]
and primary Doppler thermometry at high temperatures [15].
Development of robust fabrication techniques for alkaline earth
atomic vapor cells, therefore, promises to expand the field of
compact quantum sensing.

One of the main challenges faced in the design of alkaline
earth vapor cells is the high operating temperature required
for generating sufficient vapor pressure for spectroscopy, typi-
cally ranging from 300 °C to 500 °C [16,17]. At these elevated

temperatures, the alkaline earth vapor attacks standard borosili-
cate and fused silica windows and renders them opaque [18,19].
Traditional approaches to incorporate alkaline earth atoms for
spectroscopy include heat pipes [17,20,21], cells with solid
crystalline windows (sapphire, CaF2, CaF2:Eu) [18–20,22],
hollow-cathode lamps [23], and atomic beams [24,25]. Heat
pipes can avoid the need for glass protection through the gener-
ation of cold spots, but occupy a much larger volume. Cells with
crystalline windows in small packages provide robust protection
from the alkaline earth vapor, but the high temperatures required
for hermetic sealing methods, such as glass transfer tape (800◦C)
[19] or diffusion bonding (1400◦C) [26], make it challenging to
incorporate them into widely adopted silicon fabrication tech-
nologies. Low-temperature indium seals for CaF2:Eu have been
tested with limited success [18], while optical contacting of
CaF2:Eu has shown some promise [16]. Alternative approaches
to high-temperature operation, such as laser-controlled vapor
production from an alkaline earth oxide [27,28], produce enough
atoms to load a magneto-optical trap, though further investiga-
tion is necessary for their use in vapor cell applications. Previous
work investigating thin film Al2O3 coatings in alkali atom vapor
cells [29,30] indicates an increase in vapor cell operation lifetime
for temperatures up to 300 °C.

In this Letter, we report the development of a microfabricated
strontium atomic vapor cell compatible with standard silicon
fabrication techniques. We incorporate Al2O3 protection of the
cell windows using atomic layer deposition onto glass substrates
to extend the operational lifetime. We characterize the vapor cell
performance at temperatures greater than 300 °C by performing
spectroscopy measurements on the strontium 1S0 →

1P1 transi-
tion at λ = 461 nm and validate the presence of Sr vapor and
low background gas contamination within the vapor cells. Oper-
ation of these microfabricated alkaline earth atomic vapor cells
in excess of 380 h demonstrates their potential for enabling a
new class of compact, low-power quantum sensors.

Figure 1(a) shows a completed microfabricated strontium
vapor cell. Two chambers are formed in a 3-mm thick silicon
wafer using deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). A reservoir cham-
ber (3 mm × 5 mm) houses the strontium metal and is connected
to the optical probe chamber (6 mm × 5 mm) through baffles
angled at 45°. The baffles are created to prevent line-of-sight
access between the two chambers and avoid the generation of
an atomic beam, but rather create a vapor. The glass windows
used to seal the vapor cell are coated on one side with a 20-nm
thin layer of Al2O3 through commercial atomic layer deposition
(ALD). In previous work on alkali metal vapor cells [29], a
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Fig. 1. (a) Fully assembled vapor cell after anodic bonding with
granular pieces of strontium in the reservoir chamber. (b) Side view
of cell (not to scale), highlighting composite layers and aluminum
oxide deposition. (c) Oven schematic and layout. Nickel chromium
wire is woven through the holes in the boron nitride. A 3-mm diam-
eter hole along the cylinder axis provides optical access to the probe
chamber of the cell. (d) Optical measurement for absorption (pump
blocked) and saturated absorption measurements. Polarizing beam
splitters (PBSs), linear polarizer (LP), a half-wave plate (HWP),
variable attenuators (VAs), an acousto-optic modulator (AOM), and
mirrors (M1, M2, M3) are shown for clarity.

20-nm thick layer shows sufficient protection, while still being
thin enough for anodic bonding to proceed [31]. After the first
window is anodically bonded to the silicon frame, the stron-
tium metal (99.99 % purity) is loaded into the reservoir chamber
under an argon atmosphere, quickly transferred in air to the wafer
bonder, and the wafer bonding chamber is evacuated to a pressure
below 7.5×10−5 Torr (1×10−4 hPa). The transfer process usually
takes less than 1 min to ensure a clean sample of strontium. The
cell is completed by anodically bonding the final top window in
the evacuated bonding chamber at 300 °C to 400 °C with 1 kV
applied across the silicon and glass. Figure 1(b) shows the lay-
ers of a completed vapor cell. Throughout this Letter, the terms
“coated” and “uncoated” refer specifically to any glass with or
without a 20-nm layer of Al2O3, respectively.

Strontium has a much lower vapor pressure than, for exam-
ple, alkali atoms, and therefore requires substantially elevated
temperatures to achieve significant optical absorption. The cells
were therefore placed inside an oven contained in an evacuated
enclosure to elevate the cell temperature to a point where the
strontium vapor density resulted in 50 % absorption [Fig. 1(c)].
The custom-built oven (within the vacuum chamber) consists
of a stainless-steel heat shield (4 cm long and 3.5 cm in diame-
ter) and houses the electrically insulating, thermally conductive
boron nitride core that was machined to thread 36-gauge nickel
chromium wire with a number of passes to provide resistive
heating. An opening on the side of the vapor cell mount allows a
thermocouple to be placed near the cell to estimate the oven tem-
perature. The thermally conductive thermocouple may create a
cold spot at the side of the cell, which could prevent condensa-
tion of Sr on the windows during thermal cycling, although no
attempt was made to characterize this effect.

Doppler-free spectroscopy was carried out at λ = 461 nm
using a counterpropagating pump–probe configuration, as

Sr86

Sr88(b)

(a)

Fig. 2. (a) Normalized strontium absorption through cell without
averaging. (b) Sub-Doppler peaks are shown clearly as a result of
the AOM chopper configuration. The smaller peak is representative
of 86Sr and is used to calibrate the frequency axis.

shown in Fig. 1(d). An AOM allows amplitude modulation of the
pump beam, enabling removal of the Doppler-broadened back-
ground through lock-in detection. Figure 2(a) shows a typical
absorption spectrum taken using the microfabricated vapor cell
at an oven operating temperature around 320 °C. It consists of
a wide Doppler-broadened feature with absorption of the order
of 25 %, and a smaller sub-Doppler resonance near zero detun-
ing, generated from the counterpropagating pump beam. This
curve depicts the main absorption with no averaging and is rep-
resentative of typical data. Assuming a 3-mm long absorption
path length, from the 25 % Doppler-broadened absorption we
estimate a Sr density of 4×1010 cm−3, corresponding to an equi-
librium vapor pressure temperature of 325 °C [32], consistent
with the estimated oven temperature. The Doppler linewidth
measured from fitting the data to a Voigt profile is about 30 %
larger than would be expected from an estimate from the oven
thermocouple temperature, though the disparity in the measure-
ments may be due to imprecise estimates of Sr vapor pressure
and thermal gradients between the thermocouple and atomic
vapor.

Figure 2(b) shows the sub-Doppler spectrum, where the broad
Doppler profile has been eliminated via lock-in detection of the
probe beam at the pump beam amplitude modulation frequency.
This technique allows for clear identification of the sub-Doppler
absorption peaks of the two most abundant isotopes, 86Sr and
88Sr. To calibrate the frequency axis of our spectra, we use the
known detuning of the 86Sr transition from the main 88Sr line,
∆ = −124.5MHz [23]. In a second calibration method, a strong
RF modulation of the laser frequency, of Ωmod = 120 MHz, is
applied to the pump and probe beams. This imprints peaks on the
sub-Doppler spectroscopy signal, with spacing equal to Ωmod/2.
The spectroscopy signal is fit to a sum of Lorentzian profiles with
a frequency-scaling factor to obtain the correct 60-MHz sepa-
ration. A comparison of these two methods yields a frequency
calibration uncertainty of 1.2 %.

Figure 3 shows a measurement of the sub-Doppler feature
linewidth as a function of total pump and probe power. The
data are fit to a power-broadening function of the form Γ =
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Fig. 3. Sub-Doppler linewidth measurements as a function of
total probe power. The zero-power intercept yields a linewidth
Γ0/2π = 32.3 ± 0.5 ± 0.4 MHz, which accounts for uncertainties in
Lorentzian fitting and frequency calibration. Error bars represent a
68 % confidence interval.

Γ0 (1 + P/Ps)
1/2, where Γ0 is the natural linewidth and Ps is the

saturation power for the transition. From the fit, we infer a zero-
power linewidth of Γ0/2π = 32.3 ± 0.5 ± 0.4 MHz, representing
68 % confidence intervals for linewidth fitting and frequency
scaling, respectively. Recent measurements using photoasso-
ciative spectroscopy [33–35] yield a transition linewidth of
2π×30.2 MHz. Comparing these two sets of measurements
results in an upper limit of 2.7 MHz of additional broadening
in our microfabricated vapor cell. Assuming the entire addi-
tional broadening comes from collisional broadening [36] yields
a background gas limit of less than 0.4 Torr (0.5 hPa). Sub-
Doppler spectroscopy using the 1S0 →

3P1 transition in Sr at
689 nm with a narrow linewidth of 2π × 7kHz would allow for a
more sensitive measurement of collisional broadening and cor-
responding collision shifts [37] in these vapor cells and is the
subject of future investigations.

To characterize the operational lifetime of these cells, we
measure the normalized light transmission through the cell off
resonance from the atomic transition while holding it above
300 °C for a period of several days. Several cells were evaluated
with different glass compositions and surface coatings to gain
an understanding of the role materials play in determining the
lifetime. It is known that alkaline earth atoms diffuse into most
glasses at sufficiently high temperatures [38], and darkening of
the glass limits the operational lifetime of typical alkaline earth
vapor cells [18,19].

Figure 4 shows results of these measurements for cells fab-
ricated with and without an Al2O3 coating on aluminosilicate
and borosilicate glass windows. To compare the aging behavior
between different cells, we normalize the relative transmission
of each cell to 100 % at a time equal to zero. We attribute the
slow rise in relative transmission of the coated cells to more
than 100 % to the changing transmission of etalons present in
the absorption arm, as the oven temperature comes to equilib-
rium. The empty triangles show that the uncoated borosilicate
cells held at temperatures of 300 °C (corresponding to an atomic
absorption of 10 % to 20 %) begin to show signs of degradation
within a day. The oven temperature was increased at about 60 h
to reach an atomic absorption of 50 %, which resulted in much

Fig. 4. Comparison of operational lifetime measurements for
vapor cells with and without 20-nm thick Al2O3 window coat-
ings. Filled markers correspond to cells with sapphire coating and
empty markers represent standard glass. The coating is shown to
extend the lifetime of the cell for both aluminosilicate glass (ASG)
and borosilicate glass (BSG) substrates. The inset shows the experi-
mental setup to monitor the relative transmission through the vapor
cell. We measure both the off resonance transmission through the
cell, Pa, and a reference beam power, Pr, measured before the vapor
cell for normalization of the relative transmission.

quicker aging of the cell, as shown by the rapid decrease in off
resonance transmission. A separate borosilicate glass cell with
20 nm of Al2O3 coating (filled triangles) was operated at a tem-
perature equating to 45 % atomic absorption and shows lifetimes
of hundreds of hours with no signs of degradation. The alumi-
nosilicate cells, shown by the square markers in Fig. 4, display
similar aging characteristics to the borosilicate glass cells. For
both types of glass, the coating of Al2O3 greatly extends the
lifetime of the cell, demonstrating the effectiveness of the Al2O3

protection layer.
The coated BSG cell corresponding to the data shown in

Fig. 4 has been tested without failure beyond 380 h at operating
temperatures corresponding to Doppler-broadened absorption
of 25 % to 30 % with more than 25 cycles of heating to oper-
ating temperature and returning to 25 °C (not shown). The cell
lifetime measurements depicted in Fig. 4 represent temperatures
ranging from about 300 °C to 350 °C, depending on the depth
of absorption. Following these measurements, the same coated
BSG and coated ASG cells were operated at hotter temperatures
of around 450 °C, corresponding to Doppler-broadened absorp-
tion of more than 99 %, resulting in the cells becoming opaque
more quickly, with the vast majority lasting no more than
50 h.

In conclusion, we demonstrate a microfabricated strontium
atomic vapor cell that contains low background pressure con-
tamination and operational lifetimes in excess of hundreds of
hours. The manufacturing processes, DRIE of silicon, ALD of
Al2O3 on glass, and anodic bonding, are all available using
commercial deposition and bonding systems [29,30,39] and
support wafer-level fabrication. Absorption spectroscopy of
strontium at λ = 461 nm demonstrates the presence of strontium
vapor within the cell. A measurement of the power-broadened
linewidth reveals low background gas contamination. Lastly,
depending on the glass type and operating temperatures, these
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cells exhibit lifetimes in the hundreds of hours with dozens of
heating and cooling cycles. Further investigations into extend-
ing the lifetimes of these cells include annealing the sapphire
deposited on ASGs to form a polycrystalline layer [40] or,
alternatively, increasing the thickness of the Al2O3 deposition
layer on the silicon preform. The performance demonstrated
here is already sufficient for stabilization of a 461-nm laser
for use in laser cooling of Sr. Based on the increasing use
and research of alkaline earth metals, there is great promise
and application for these miniature vapor cells to be widely
adopted.

In the future, we plan to investigate sub-Doppler spectroscopy
in the microfabricated vapor cells using the narrow linewidth
(7.4-kHz) transition at 689 nm. This spectroscopy will be a
more sensitive probe of additional broadening mechanisms in
the vapor cells and a laser stabilized to this transition could
serve as an excellent optical frequency reference [25]. Detection
of excitation of the 689-nm transition can be performed through
shelving spectroscopy [25] using a 461-nm probe beam, with an
optimal signal-to-noise ratio achieved with probe beam absorp-
tion levels near 50 % at 461 nm. The operational temperatures
of the microfabricated vapor cells demonstrated here already
support this requirement. As a result of the small vapor cell
size, one can consider constructing smaller, compact ovens for
portable applications. Assuming a purely radiative heating pro-
cess of an object with surface area 5 cm2 and an emissivity of
0.6 (i.e., ceramics), the power radiated at 300 °C is 1.8 W. Fur-
thermore, there is the possibility of using laser ablation as an
alternative method for generating strontium vapor and drasti-
cally reducing the volume of the entire apparatus to the size of
the vapor cell, 0.63 cm3 [27]. Additionally, the alkaline earth
vapor cell microfabrication processes could be adapted toward
the development of a compact atomic beam for precision spec-
troscopy [41], consisting of a high-temperature oven region and
a low-temperature probe region, with improved optical access
for fluorescence detection.
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